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Abstract:

This talk is based on papers [1, 2]. In the first part of the talk, by following the first
paper, it will be considered a network composed by J stations with a single server that
processes continuous fluid and an infinite buffer at each one, feedback allowed and FIFO
(first-in-first-out) work-conserving discipline. We will assume that the process of external
arrivals is a non-deterministic aggregated cumulative process generated by a large enough
number of strictly alternating heavy-tailed On/Off sources.

In this context, we prove in [1] that after adequate scaling, the immediate workload process
associated to the network converges to a J−dimensional reflected fractional Brownian
motion process, in a heavy-traffic regime (that is, under asymptotical criticality). A key
ingredient in the proof is the invariant principle proved by R. Williams (Queueing Systems
30, 1998). We also prove a Functional Weak Law of Large Numbers for both the total
amount of fluid arriving at the stations, and the total amount of fluid living from the
stations.

In the second part of the talk we will consider, as in [2], that the J stations can process
K ≥ J fluid classes, but that each fluid class can be processed at only one station. Results
obtained in [2] extend that of [1], which correspond to the particular case K = J . As per-
formance processes we will consider both the workload W and the fluid in queue Z. In [2]
we prove the convergence of these processes conveniently scaled to Ŵ and Ẑ, respectively,
under heavy-traffic, if state space collapse (SSC) holds. This condition establishes a rela-
tionship between those components of Ẑ that correspond to fluid classes processed by the
same server, and at the same time implies that Ẑ = ∆ Ŵ for a deterministic lifting matrix
∆. Assuming the other hypotheses are true, (SSC) is not only sufficient but necessary
for the convergence to Ŵ and Ẑ . And moreover, with a convenient scale we obtain that
process Ŵ , in turn, converges to a J−dimensional reflected fractional Brownian motion.
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